Applications Copywriter Is Needed

Who are we?

At EdVisor we help people to grow professionally by helping them to get abroad for studies, work, or research projects. We advise their application texts, CVs, and motivation letters to help become better applicants and reveal a real potential of their personalities during the application. Having clients from various industries and projects (including green energy, self-driving cars, and even space entrepreneurship), writing coherently and persuasively is a core skill we are looking for now.

The team consists of young highly motivated and bright individuals having substantial international experience studying and working abroad and bringing this experience to help other people to get their dream destinations. Team members are situated all over the USA, Estonia, Sweden, Ukraine, and Russia, yet working collectively and helping each other.

Whom are we looking for?

EdVisor is seeking skilled copywriters to write creatively about different projects and describe personalities while meeting deadlines. This position is an excellent opportunity for versatile creative writers who feel capable of learning new things in a short time. EdVisor values writers who possess stellar communication skills, flexibility, and self-organization. And if you have experience of studying abroad - for us it’s a great advantage.

What do you get?

We offer a full-time remote job with a competitive salary based on your experience, trial projects and examples of work, supporting you with a constant training and helping to enhance writing skills through years of expertise we accumulated. Eventually, we provide guidance and mentoring – a quick boot camp to dive you into specifics of the job with one of the experienced copywriters.

You are a writer entrepreneur: you own a client story, his or her expertise, and aspirations. You know your time resource and plan it wisely to get through several iterations of the draft on time. Yet you are an outgoing to help a client tell you a story, which you know how to enhance on paper.

Next Steps:

Please send us your CV in English and outline your writing interests, adding at least two samples of written works (either PDF or web links) at expert.brainbrander@gmail.com. Please describe in 50 words in an email why were you inspired to become a part of the team. Otherwise, we hope to hear from you soon.